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DEAR FRIENDS,
This past year has tested every
facet of our lives — our health,
ingenuity, resilience, routines, and,
quite frankly, our patience. It’s
challenged businesses in a way like
never before, and we, like many of
you, were forced to adapt to this
drastically different world. While
it’s easy to fixate on 2020’s many
hurdles, I’d like to focus on the silver
linings that have shone through an
otherwise tumultuous year.

LETTER FROM THE
MANAGING PARTNER

At the end of 2019, SSF committed
to evaluating and enhancing
the Firm’s diversity, equity, and
inclusion (DEI) efforts in 2020. We
took this opportunity to explore our
unconscious biases and deep dive
into how our Firm’s practices affect
our relationships and impact on
the community. This included more
inclusive language in our marketing
and job descriptions, internal
roundtables regarding DEI and
Race Identity, engaging a Culture
Coach to identify blind spots in our
DEI strategy, and launching three
mandatory DEI learning sessions for
all employees.

Congruent with our diversity and inclusion efforts, the Firm made a conscious
decision to build upon our commitment to social and environmental
sustainability. In 2020, we launched the Sensiba Center for Sustainability. This
impact consulting division supports our mission of helping companies move
to a purpose-driven, sustainable business model that promotes social and
environmental performance, accountability, and transparency. Our vision is
to create a world of purpose-driven companies that run on the quadruple
bottom line principles of People, Planet, Profit, and Purpose.
SSF was also proud to be recognized for several awards in 2020. Notably,
we were named one of the San Francisco Bay Area’s Top Workplaces of
2020 by the Bay Area News Group for the seventh year in a row. This humble
distinction is a reminder that our employees continuously make our Firm a
safe, healthy, and inspiring place to work. Additionally, SSF was honored to
be recognized as a 100 Top Impact Company by Real Leaders Magazine.
The globally influential award honors companies dedicated to obtaining
financial success while directly benefiting the community, environment,
and society. Lastly, we were honored to receive ClearlyRated’s 2020 Best
of Accounting Award for client service for the fourth consecutive year. This
award is especially treasured by us because it is based solely on the ratings
given to us by our clients. For that, we thank every one of you.
While 2020 was significantly marked by hardship, I wholeheartedly believe
it was a year that forced inward reflection that ultimately inspired progress,
empathy, and innovation. Our society has been tested and brought together
like never before. We are honored to be a trusted part of your journey.
Sincerely,
JOHN SENSIBA, Managing Partner

MISSION +
VISION

At SSF, we have built a workplace where
individuals can practice their craft in an
environment that encourages creativity,
respect, and constant learning. Our workplace
culture is guided by a single, fundamental
belief based on the “Golden Rule” of business.

“We treat people the way we
would want to be treated.”
This passionate approach is translated through
our work and our relationships with our clients.
We follow through on commitments, both
to our clients and to each other. We have
integrity. Our relationships are built on honesty,
mutual respect, and trust.

CORE
VALUES

We believe in being present and valuable in
every facet of our lives. That means our FAMILY,
our COMMUNITY, and our FIRM.
We don’t run from a good challenge. In fact,
we tackle them head on with poise, enthusiasm
and PERSEVERANCE.
We are dedicated to improvement, GROWTH
and unlocking new levels of excellence within
ourselves every day.
We believe in doing the right thing. We serve
the public and each other with respect,
INTEGRITY and honesty.
We celebrate the triumph of one as the growth
and achievement of us all. We believe that
teamwork and COLLABORATION is the root of
success.
We are unique individuals united by a common
goal and an unbreakable WORK ETHIC. We
know what’s important, and we stick to it.

Sensiba San Filippo became
a Certified B Corporation in
2018. B Corps are for-profit
companies that uses the power
of business to solve social and
environmental problems.
SSF was certified by the
non-profit B Lab to meet
rigorous standards of
social and environmental
performance, accountability,
and transparency. We’ve
evaluated how our practices
impact our employees, our
community, the environment,
and our customers.

80.9

score at
certification

88

current score
*not yet assessed by B Lab

WHY SSF
BECAME A
B CORP?

Sensiba San Filippo exists to help people.
We use our professional and personal skills
to improve the lives of our families, our
communities, our clients and our colleagues.
Through our service to others, our commitment
to integrity, stewardship of the environment
and kindness, we intend to better the lives of
those we touch directly. Indirectly, we strive to
be a positive force in the global community.
The B Corp certification helps us better assess
how our core values are aligned with our daily
operations and where to improve.

219

BY THE
NUMBERS

Employees

43

Years In Business

23

Languages Spoken

59%

Women in Firm

49%

Women in Leadership

33.9

Annual Revenue

25
5
4.8

1,765

Volunteer Hours

34%

of Employees
Volunteered During
the Pandemic

50+

Local
Organizations
Helped

$57,831

Donated

Million, FYE 2020

Partners/Principals

Offices

28
Best of Accounting Rating

Charitable
Community
Sponsorships

OUR
IMPACT

Food bank volunteering, employees donating their own food stipend to food banks

Continuing support of virtual races to raise funds & awareness
Co-funding the George Willie Scholarship
Evaluating firm compensation annually to ensure no gender pay gap
Encouraging “Fill it Forward” campaign to give clean water to a person in need
Purchasing RECs to match 100% of its electricity use for 2020
Posting our job openings on boards for underserved populations
Co-Founding AMBayArea, Collaborating with AICPA, CalCPA and Morison KSi
Vita Program and Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) volunteering
Partnering with local Chambers and organizations like OSC2
Educating our employees about responsible consumption
Offseting 100% of unavoidable emissions associated with our travel for 2020
Balancing 100% of water use by purchasing BEF Water Restoration Certificates©
Humane Society volunteering and fostering of tiny furry friends
For information on how SSF is working toward these SDG’s, see the next page.

Collaborating with organizations to offer help on finances & community planning
Partnering with B Corps and industry associations to use business as a force for good!

WHO WE’VE
HELPED

B Local Bay Area
One Step Closer
Resistance Labs
Fresno Bully Rescue
Valley Humane Society
Humane Society of Silicone Valley
Keep Tahoe Blue
REDD+
We Are Pleasanton
Livermore Chamber of Commerce
Livermore Citizens Police Academy
Pleasanton Chamber of
Commerce
Innovation Tri-Valley Leadership
Group
Atkinson Foundation
Tapestry Church – Oakland
Court Appointed Special
Advocates
First Tee of Pleasanton
Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance (VITA) Program
Association for Accounting
Marketing
California Society for Certified
Public Accountants
Educational Opportunity Program
Nation Wind Power
French Creek Water Restoration
Project
YWCA Silicon Valley

Sustainability Development
Goals Engagement

Red, Blue & Gold Award Dinner
Habitat for Humanity
LifeMoves
Oakland Diocese
Saint Vincent de Paul
Meals on Wheels
Sacred Heart
Second Harvest Food Bank
Fertile Groundworks/Garden of
Grace
SF-Marin Food Bank
Alzheimer’s Association
George Mark Children’s House
ValleyCare Foundation
Sunflower Hill
Sequoia Hospital Foundation
The National Polycystic Ovary
Syndrome Association
Valley Children’s Healthcare
Foundation (Kids Day)
Habibi International: Iraqi Dental
Education Project
American Diabetes Association: Tour
de Cure
American Red Cross
Children with Hair Loss
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society
Starstruck Theatre
Hillman Memorial Scholarship Fund
Net Impact Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
Reading and Beyond

McCloud River Forestry

PACIFIC NORTHWEST WIND POWER

The McCloud River project will generate
emissions reductions through conservationbased management of commercial
timberlands about 20 miles southeast
of Mount Shasta in northern California.
The goal of the project is to generate a
reasonable return on investment to the
landowners through sound sustainable
forest management that increases the total
carbon stores and overall timber stocking on
the project site over time while achieving a
variety of co-benefits, including protecting
local water quality, providing habitat for
sensitive species, and producing significant
volumes of wood that will help to support the
local timber economy.

By purchasing Pacific Northwest Wind Power Offsets
we fund renewable energy created by wind farms
to displace the carbon emissions from traditional
energy sources such as coal and natural gas.

Our company purchased RECs to match 100% of its electricity use for 2020

483 Renewable Energy Certificates Purchased
Equivalent annual power of 57.8 US homes

Our company offset 100% of its unavoidable emissions associated with travel for 2020

81 Off-Sets Purchased
200,993 miles driven by an average passenger
vehicle

805 Water Restoration Certificates Purchased
805,000 Gallons of water restored

FRENCH CREEK RESTORATION PROJECT
French Creek, a tributary to the Scott River,
supports anadromous fish runs for three species
(Chinook, coho, and steelhead trout). Land
use practices in the area include commercial
timber harvest, recreation, farming and ranching
operations. These practices are relatively stable
but require considerable groundwater and
surface water use, which often contributes to
water quality issues for Salmonids during the late
summer months.

Our company balanced 100% of its water use by purchasing BEF Water Restoration

2020/21
FIRM GOAL:

In 2019, we decided to tackle diversity, equity, and
inclusion as our theme for 2020. We had no idea
how important that choice was for 2020.
Due to the level of commitment we have to our
DEI initiatives and the knowledge of how much
work we have to do still as an organization and an
industry, we will continue this theme into 2021 with
one small adjustment. We will be adding Justice to
our theme to join the JEDI Movement for Justice,
Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion.
In addition to our work to be more inclusive,
equitable, and diverse, we will also take a stand
for justice in our society, whether it is to stand
against systemic racism or supporting a peaceful
transition of power to protect our democracy.

Progress
Report
for our
2020 DEI
Initiatives
Here is a list of
actions that SSF
took to tackle our
2020 DEI Initiatives.
We hope this list
not only provides
transparency
but inspires other
organizations with
ideas for their
programs.

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

John Sensiba signed the CEO Action Pledge
for Diversity and Inclusion in September 2019
We switched our job listing service to Circa
for a broader distribution of opportunities to
a more diverse group with reporting on that
distribution
Reviewed the language used in our job
descriptions to make it more inclusive
Sensiba San Filippo Co-Funds the 2020 George
Willie Scholarship and Internship
Held several internal roundtable discussions
with staff to discuss DEI and Race Identity
Engaged a Culture Coach, Nikki Lerner, to
help us see any blind spots in our DEI strategy
Host two Rebooting Capitalism podcast
episodes covering DEI: Ep. #8 and Ep. #12
SSF made a public statement on Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion
Held DEI book club discussions
SSF facilitates DEI roundtable discussions
and book club talks for the Association for
Accounting Marketing Board of Directors
Participated in the DEI Panel held by the
Pleasanton Chamber of Commerce
SFBT Published: “Let’s Put Our Differences
Aside: The Importance of Empathy and
Combatting Bias” by John Sensiba
Launched three mandatory DEI learning
sessions for all employees in November

2028
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FUTURE
GOAL:

500,000 Hours
Volunteered
by 2028

ssfllp.com
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